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Dogs have one of the least developed senses of taste of any domesticated animal; if you've ever

found your best friend digging around in your garbage, you know just that. But just because they

cannot taste what you feed them does not mean you shouldn't feed them the healthiest food, both

for their health and for your own peace of mind. With so many dog food brands on the market and

the cost so great between the generic and healthier brands, making such a leap can be a hard step.

  One of the best alternatives then is to simply create your own dog food, combining only the top,

healthiest ingredients possible for your dogs to eat. This book walks you through the seemingly

complex process of formulating and making your own dog food so that you can ensure your dog

remains as healthy as possible while enjoying some of the best food available for any pet canine.

You will learn everything you need to know about dog nutrition to start, including what dogs naturally

need to remain healthy, keep their coats shiny, their bodies at the right weight, and their energy

levels peaked. You will learn how basic dog nutrition can be applied to essentially any recipe to

create a myriad of enjoyable dishes that will save you money and keep your dog healthy. From the

right meats to the right amino acids, vitamins, and minerals, each recipe in this book provides a

complete set of the right nutrients your dog needs.  Dog experts in both nutrition and full body health

have been interviewed and have provided their insight into how best to maintain dog health in

homemade food. You will subsequently learn how to create and provide various stews and

casseroles, gravies and sauces, savory snacks, treats, holiday and party food, and ethnic

specialties just for your dog that are fully healthy. In addition, you will learn how to see to any

special dietary needs you dog may have to ensure things like allergies, blood sugar concerns, and

stomach issues are safely kept under control. For the health of your dog and the integrity of their

food, this book provides a complete, detailed examination of how to approach their diet from

ingredients to dish.
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Carlotta Cooper was born and raised in Tennessee. Her grandparents were farmers, and she grew

up with horses, dogs, and other animals. Her family raised chickens, ducks, geese, other poultry,

rabbits, and pigs. She attended the University of the South in Sewanee where she graduated with a

B.A. in English as class Salutatorian. She attended graduate school at the University of Virginia,

studied English literature, and did graduate work in writing and rhetoric at the University of

Tennessee at Chattanooga. Professionally, Carlotta is a freelance writer, specializing in writing

about animals. She has been breeding and showing dogs for over 20 years and is a contributing

editor for the dog show magazine Dog News. She lives in the middle of farm country in Tennessee

now and writes about veterinary issues, animal reproduction, genetics, and raising and caring for

animals."

We are in month three of making our dog's food. We are still giving him a half cup of Blue Buffalo.

He is an eleven year old Jack Russell. His health couldn't be better. Since we started making his

food, he lost weight, has more energy and his coat is beautiful. He even sheds less. This is the

same concept with the food that people eat. If there are man made chemicals in the food, you will

be less healthy.

Makes for easy, interestng reading. Good, useful information. Pleasantly unbiased approach.

I was hoping for more recipes for diabetic dogs

Just received copy of Carlotta's new canine cuisine book. Loaded with good information, recipes for

homecooked meals, modified meals and treats. See included case studies from others adding

additional individual perspectives. Off to a dog show this weekend-I have my reading material now

for the weekend.

Great meals. Dogs love it. Good judges



This has some good ideas, but if you're looking to cook organic for your dog as I am, you might not

want this book. There's a lot of recipes using organ meat. Yuck, no way would I eat organ meat, let

alone feed it to my dog. The beginning was informational about the toxic dog food that came from

China in the 80's but a lot of the rest of the book is just common sense. Good book for people that

never had a dog before.

Some good recipes.

love the recipes
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